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ABSTRACT

Intra-operative evaluation of resection margins remains a challenge in the surgery of many

cancer types. In this study we show that Raman micro-spectroscopy combined with

multivariate analysis methods can be used for objective diagnosis of basal cell carcinoma

(BCC) in tissue layers excised during Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS). A key feature of

this technique is that objective diagnosis can be achieved without tissue sectioning or other

preparation procedures. A classification model based on Raman spectra collected from skin

samples (65 patients) achieved 90±4% sensitivity and 97±3% in a cross-validation algorithm.

This classification model was based on spectral differences originating from the intrinsic

differences in chemical composition of the tissue structures. The classification model was

used to provide an unsupervised diagnosis of tissue samples containing BCC, including

nodular, superficial and infiltrative subtypes, as well as BCC-free samples. In all cases, an

excellent agreement between the spectral diagnosis and the gold-standard histopathology was

achieved. BCC regions were detected in all tissue samples containing BCC, including

infiltrative BCC as small as 40×40 �m2. Although we showed that the use of selective

sampling allows the diagnosis of BCC within 30 minutes, the integration of the spectral

models with faster Raman spectroscopic techniques may reduce the imaging times to few

minutes, which would be suitable for intra-operative evaluation of tumour margins. While the

focus of this study was on diagnosis of BCC during MMS, this is a generic technique which

could be potentially developed for use during tissue-conserving surgery for other tissue types.
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INTRODUCTION

In tissue-conserving surgery sequential layers of tissues are excised to ensure the removal of

all tumour cells while maintaining as much healthy tissue as possible. Negative margins (in

which all cancerous cells are removed) have been directly associated with lower local

recurrence rates in many cancer types [1]. Conservation of healthy tissue is important for

tissue function preservation, would healing and cosmesis. However, identifying the tumour

margins intra-operatively remains one of the key challenges in tissue-conserving surgery.

Histopathology is the gold-standard method for evaluation of tissues for many diseases,

including cancer. The staining of thin tissue sections (thickness ~10 �m) with various

contrast enhancing chemicals followed by examination under an optical microscope allows

the discrimination of tissue structures and identification of the tumours. Thus, histopathology

is an invaluable tool for evaluating the tumour resection margins during tissue-conserving

surgery. For example, Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) for the treatment of basal cell

carcinoma (BCC), which is the focus of this study, relies on the removal of sequential tissue

layers which are evaluated during surgery by frozen section histopathology. If the pathologic

evaluation during MMS indicates tumour persistence, the location of the tumour is recorded

and further tissue removal is performed by the surgeon. BCC is a major health problem as it

accounts for ~75 % of skin cancer cases worldwide with more than 60,000 cases being

diagnosed each year in the UK [2,3]. Although BCC rarely spreads to distant sites in the

body, these cancers can lead to significant tissue destruction and dysfunction. Some BCCs

have higher risks of recurrence (43% for regions near the eye and 33% for superior orbital

rim and brow [4]), which lead to more aggressive recurrent BCCs. If the treatment option

were selected based on lowest recurrence rate, it has been argued that MMS would be chosen

for every BCC [4, 5]. It has been shown that the 5-year recurrence rates for BCC treated by

MMS are 1.4%-2.5% for primary and 2.4%-4% for recurrent BCC [5-8], significantly lower
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than for standard excision (3.2%-10% for primary and 12.1%-17% for recurrent BCC) [7,8].

However, the high costs and time-consuming procedures associated with the current

histopathology technique relying on tissue sectioning and staining make it impractical for use

during surgery. Therefore intra-operative evaluation of tumour margins is currently carried

out only in the treatment of a relatively low number of cancer types, despite the potential

benefit to patients.

Apart from being time-consuming, histopathology can only provide a qualitative evaluation

of tissues and often suffers from variability due to variations in sample preparation protocols

and pathologists’ expertise, as well as their ability to maintain their expertise during the

examination of a large number of specimens [9,10]. In the case of BCC, a study on 48

samples evaluated by 20 pathologists concluded that the mean sensitivity for detection of

BCC was 87% and the specificity was 94% [11]. Immunostaining based on the Ber-ep4

antibody is another method for diagnosis and imaging of BCC [12-14]. However, this marker

also attaches to the hair follicles and to sweat glands, which reduces the specificity of this

method [13].

Recently, Raman spectroscopy has emerged as a powerful technique for the diagnosis of

cancers and imaging of tumours. Raman hand-held probes based on fibre optics have already

been used for intra-operative evaluation of tumour margins [15] as well as for guided biopsy

[16]. Spectral imaging based on Raman microscopic techniques has the advantage of

containing both the morphological and chemical information at a high spatial resolution

suitable for the detection of small tumours. Alterations in the molecular properties of tissues

during tumour growth provide the additional quantifiable information which can be used for

objective diagnosis. Raman microscopy techniques have been used for imaging tumours

within thin tissue sections (10-20 �m thickness) and multivariate statistical models had been

developed for providing accurate diagnosis (typical sensitivities and specificities higher than
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95%) for a wide range of tissues, including skin [17,18], oesophagus [19], prostate [20] and

breast [21]. While these studies demonstrated the potential for using Raman microscopy for

both imaging and unsupervised diagnosis of tumours, the work reported so far has been

limited to tissue sections.

In this study, we demonstrate that accurate evaluation of tumour margins can be achieved by

direct analysis of the tissue layers and blocks excised during surgery without requiring

sectioning or other sample preparation protocols. Therefore, this approach could represent a

considerable advantage as the time-consuming procedures of tissue sectioning and staining

could be eliminated. The focus of this study is on Mohs micrographic surgery for the

treatment of BCC. Tumour location and accurate diagnosis of BCC (nodular, superficial and

infiltrative) was achieved by the unsupervised use of multivariate classification models

developed a priori through measurements on tissue samples from 65 patients. Therefore, the

development of automated “Raman spectral histopathology” which uses simultaneously the

morphological and chemical information of tissues without requiring sectioning or other

preparation procedures has the potential to advance the surgery by providing an objective

diagnosis of all tissue layers.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Patients and skin tissue samples

All skin tissue samples were obtained during routine MMS at the Nottingham University

Hospitals National Health Service (NHS) Trust. Ethical approval was granted from

Nottingham Research Ethics Committee (07/H0408/172) and consent was obtained from all

patients. The samples were kept frozen at -20�C until used for Raman spectral measurements.

‘Tissue block’ refers to tissue layers thicker than 0.5 mm as removed during MMS. ‘Tissue

sections’ represent skin sections of 20 µm thickness cut from tissue blocks with a microtome

(CM 1900 UV, Leica). After the Raman spectroscopy measurements, the analysed skin

sections were stained by haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and the diagnosis was provided by a

consultant histopathologist. For tissue blocks, the diagnosis was based on adjacent H&E

stained tissue sections.

2.2 Raman micro-spectrometers

The Raman spectra were recorded by two researchers on two custom-built Raman micro-

spectrometers based on inverted optical microscopes, 785nm lasers, optimised detectors

(DU401-A-BR-DD, Andor Technology) and automated sample stages (H107 controlled by

Proscan II controller, Prior Scientific). In this way, the effect of inter-instrument and inter-

operator variability on the classification models could be estimated. One instrument consisted

of an Eclipse-Ti Nikon inverted optical microscope with a Leica 50×/0.55 objective,

Starbright XM Torsana laser and a 77200 Oriel spectrograph. The second instrument

comprised a IX71 Olympus optical microscope with a Nikon 50×/0.75 objective, Toptica

Xtra laser and a Shamrock 303i Andor spectrograph. The acquisition time for the Raman

measurements was 1 or 2 seconds per position and the laser power on the sample surfaces

was 100 mW for tissue sections and 300 mW for tissue blocks. The spectrometers were
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calibrated using naphthalene and 1,4-Bis(2-methylstyryl) benzene samples (both from Sigma-

Aldrich, UK) to an accuracy of 0.5 cm-1.

2.3 Development of the spectral classification models

Raman spectral maps were recorded from skin tissue sections deposited on MgF2 discs by

raster scanning over areas of 1×1 mm2 in 10 µm steps. The following pre-processing

procedures were applied to all Raman spectra: removal of cosmic-ray peaks, subtraction of

the background Raman signal of the microscope objective and MgF2 substrate, subtraction of

a baseline based on a rubber band method (the rubber bands were chosen for the profile of the

tissue spectrum between the regions of 750-850, 855-950, 951-1050, 1135-1254, 1488-1600,

1675-1750 cm-1), normalisation to zero mean and unit standard deviation [22, 23].

After the Raman measurements, each tissue section was H&E stained and the tissue

structures (BCC, epidermis, hair follicle, dermis, inflamed dermis, muscle, sebaceous glands

and fat) were identified by a consultant histopathologist. For each spectral map a 3×3 moving

average filter was applied and followed by k-means clustering to produce a Raman spectral

image of the tissue. The number of clusters, k, was initially set to 8, and the k-means

algorithm was applied a second time but only on the spectra corresponding to the clusters

which consisted of more than one skin structural class. The pseudo-colour spectral images

obtained by this hierarchical application of the k-means algorithm were correlated with the

tissue structures revealed by the H&E images. The centroid spectra of every cluster

containing at least 10 measuring sites were included in the database and labelled as BCC,

epidermis and hair follicle, dermis, inflamed dermis, muscle, sebaceous glands and fat. A

maximum of 5 centroid spectra per class per patient were included in the database.

The total number of Raman spectra in the database was 703 (374 from one instrument and

329 from the second instrument) and were recorded from tissue samples from 65 patients.
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The database included 220 spectra of BCC, 165 of epidermis (combined with hair follicles),

34 of inflamed dermis, 198 of dermis, 22 of fat, 35 of sebaceous glands and 29 of muscle.

2.4 Spectral imaging and automatic diagnosis of tissue sections and blocks

For tissue sections, the sample preparation was the same as that for building the database

(Section 2.3). Tissue blocks were deposited on MgF2 coverslip (0.17mm thick) and were

maintained in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) during the measurements. The Raman spectra

from a selected region of the tissue were acquired at 10 or 20 µm steps with 2 second

integration time at each position. After RMS measurements, all spectra were pre-processed,

as discussed in Section 2.3.

Spectral images for both tissue sections and blocks obtained from new patients were obtained

using the following method. An initial unsupervised two-step k-means clustering algorithm (k

=30) was used to identify the tissue regions with similar Raman spectra. The classification of

each tissue structure in the Raman image was obtained by applying the classification model

to the centroid spectrum of each cluster [17, 24, 25].

2.5 Spectral imaging and automatic diagnosis of tissue blocks by selective scanning

A recently developed technique for selective scanning [26] was applied to increase the

acquisition speed for the Raman spectral images. The sampling points were determined in

real-time by calculating the scores of the LDA classification model corresponding to each

Raman spectrum. The LDA model was modified to return a score of 1 for the BCC and

epidermis aggregate class and null scores for the other classes. From the real-time

classification scores, two interpolated surfaces (nearest neighbour and bicubic spline

interpolants) were computed. The next sampling point was located at the sample position for

which the difference between the interpolated values was the largest. The final image and
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classification of BCC and the skin structures was obtained by applying original LDA model

at the end of the measurement, followed by the nearest neighbour method to reconstruct a full

interpolated image.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Development of the spectral classification model

The first step in the development of the spectral classification model was to establish a

method to assign the measured Raman spectra to the correct tissue structures in the skin

samples. This method was based on a supervised process in which the step-wise k-means

clustering technique was used to provide pseudo-colour images which were then compared to

the H&E images. Figure 1A shows a typical example of a skin tissue containing nodular

BCC, hair follicles and regions of healthy and inflamed dermis. An initial use of the k-means

algorithms using eight clusters provided a pseudo-colour image (Figure 1B) which clearly

distinguished the healthy dermis regions, oil glands and the hair shafts. However, the BCC

regions, hair follicles and the regions of inflamed dermis were all included in the same cluster

(coloured red). Figure 1C presents the pseudo-colour image obtained by applying a second

supervised step-wise k-means algorithm on only the Raman spectra contained in the red

cluster in Figure 1B. This method achieved a very good discrimination of the BCC, hair

follicles and inflamed dermis as these structures are separated into distinct clusters. Only the

centroid spectra from the correctly-identified clustered regions (when compared to the H&E

image) were included in the database.

Figure 2 presents the mean of the Raman spectra corresponding to all classes: BCC,

epidermis, hair follicles, inflamed dermis, dermis, fat, sebaceous gland and muscle. The

assignment of the bands in the Raman spectra has already been established [27]. In agreement

with the previous reports, the mean Raman spectrum of BCC indicates more intense bands

corresponding to DNA (e.g. O-P-O symmetric stretching 788 cm-1, PO2- 1098 cm-1 and

guanine 1577 cm-1), which was attributed to the large number of cells in the BCC regions and

their higher nucleus to cytoplasm ratio as supported by the H&E images. While the Raman
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spectrum of healthy dermis was dominated by bands specific to collagen fibres (in particular

the 851 and 950 cm-1 bands assigned to proline and hydroxyproline and the characteristic

1200-1350 cm-1 region) [28], the spectra corresponding to the inflamed regions of the dermis

indicated a strong contribution from DNA. This finding was in agreement with the H&E

images indicating a large number of lymphocytes in the inflamed dermis regions. The Raman

spectra of the skin structures rich in lipids, such as sebaceous glands and fat regions, show

specific bands characteristic of C-H, C-C and C=C vibrations (850cm-1, 1070cm-1, 1267cm-1,

1301cm-1, 1450cm-1, ~1660cm-1) [27]. In addition to the Raman bands associated with lipids,

the spectra of the sebaceous glands also indicated few bands assigned to proteins (e.g. 1003

cm-1 band assigned to phenylalanine).

Based on the differences observed in the Raman spectra of the BCC and healthy skin, two

spectral classification models using linear discrimination analysis (LDA) were developed.

Figure 2 shows the schematic of the overall classification model, which consisted of multiple

two-class LDA functions. Compared to a single multiclass LDA model, the multiple two-

class LDA allows a greater degree of flexibility in controlling the specific decision

boundaries for each skin structure [17,29]. The classification models required a data

reduction technique to ensure that the number of spectral features used as input in the LDA

was smaller than the total number of spectra in the database. The performance of the

classification models was evaluated in terms of classification accuracy and inter-instrument

variability. Although an objective quantification of the performance classification models

requires the use of an independent test dataset (see Section 3.2), the sensitivity and specificity

of the models were calculated using a stratified random sub-sampling 4:1 (80-20%) cross-

validation repeated 100 times.

The first method of data reduction was principal component analysis (PCA), which has been

extensively used in conjunction with LDA for imaging and diagnosis of various cancers [18].
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When the Raman spectra from each instrument were analysed individually, the classification

accuracy of the LDA using the scores from the first 13 principal components was 93±3 %

sensitivity and 95±5 % specificity for the discrimination of BCC. However, these values

dropped to 90±3 % sensitivity and 93±5 % specificity when the datasets from the two

instruments were mixed. The decrease in the classification accuracy was caused by small

shifts in the wavenumber axis (~0.5cm-1) of the two instruments.

The second method for data reduction was the selection of spectral features (band intensity

and frequency) based on the inspection of the mean Raman spectra corresponding to BCC

and the other skin structures, as well as their computed differences. These spectral features

are intended to discriminate the classes of interest and are directly associated with intrinsic

molecular differences between classes. To reduce the inter-instrument errors and variations in

band intensities I due to fluctuations in laser power or sampling protocols, the spectral

features were represented in the form of the following Ri (i=1-13) features representing

intensity ratios and band frequencies:
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where I represent the intensities of the Raman bands at wavenumber indicated by the

subscript. R1-R9 are distinctive spectral features for DNA and collagen, R10 describes the

amide III spectral region which provides a good classification for collagen while R11-R13 are
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selected to identify the skin structures rich in lipids. Table 1 presents the classification results

as a confusion matrix, in which each off-diagonal entry (i, j), i � j, of this matrix is the rate of

error of misclassifying class i as class j, whereas each diagonal entry is the sensitivity for

class i, i.e. the rate of classifying this class correctly. The LDA classification model based on

the 13 selected spectral features was able to discriminate BCC from healthy tissue (taken as

all of the other classes combined) with 90±4 % sensitivity and 97±2 % specificity at a 95%

target sensitivity (the classifier was applied in the regime corresponding to 95% sensitivity on

the training dataset). Although the classification accuracies for BCC obtained from the two

models were similar, the model using the selected spectral features was preferred because of

the supervised selection the Raman spectral features used for the classification and lower

susceptibility to inter-instrument variations.

3.2 Raman spectral histopathology for skin tissue sections

As a first step to objectively evaluate the performance of the Raman spectral model to

accurate locate and discriminate BCC, the classification model was applied on independent

tissue sections (20 �m thickness) obtained from new patients during MMS. Compared to

tissue blocks where the histopathology diagnosis can be carried out only on adjacent sections

due to changes in the shape of the tissues during sectioning, the H&E staining can be

performed on the same tissue sections used for Raman spectral analysis as no further

sectioning was required. Therefore a direct comparison between the H&E and spectral

images can be carried out to quantify the performance of the spectral classification model.

Pseudo-colour images providing automated diagnosis of BCC were built by applying the

LDA model using the 13 selected spectral features Rj (j=1-13) on the Raman maps. The

Raman spectral images containing the diagnosis were based entirely on the classification

model without supervision from the user. Examples of spectral images for 20 µm thick
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sections cut from tissue layers are presented in Figure 4 along with their corresponding H&E

images. The spectral images for these independent samples show a good agreement with the

H&E images as well as a high accuracy of the LDA classification model. Figure 4A

represents a skin section containing nodular BCC, hair follicles and dermis. All these

structures were correctly classified by the LDA model, although small regions of inflamed

dermis containing large number of lymphocytes and few basal layer regions around hair

follicles were classified as BCC. However, the majority of the lymphocytic inflamed dermis

was correctly classified. It is worth noting that the sensitivity for detection of BCC is indeed

high as BCC regions as small as 40×40 µm2 were detected. Figure 4B is another example of a

skin section containing nodular BCC, epidermis, hair follicles and dermis, confirming that the

correlations of the RMS and H&E images was high. Only small regions of basal layers at the

edges of the hair follicles were misclassified as BCC.

While Figures 4A and B show cases of tissue sections with nodular BCC for which diagnosis

by H&E staining was straightforward, Figure 4C is an example of a skin section for which

the diagnosis based on the H&E image is difficult without an evaluation of adjacent H&E

stained sections. The H&E image shows three regions (indicated with arrows) which appear

morphologically similar to BCC, several hair follicles and regions of inflamed dermis. After

tissue sectioning and evaluation of sequential layers, the tissue sample was diagnosed as

negative (BCC-free) and the potential BCC regions were assigned as hair follicles. The

unsupervised LDA model based on the Raman spectra provided the correct diagnosis based

only on the molecular information in the examined tissue section without requiring the

evaluation of adjacent sections: the tissue was diagnosed as BBC-negative and all hair follicle

regions were correctly classified.

Since the samples used for spectral imaging were independent from the samples included in

the classification model, a more objective evaluation of the classification performance can be
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obtained by comparing the ground-truth label obtained from the H&E images and the

predicted label from the result of LDA classification. To obtain the ground truth label, after

the unsupervised two-stage-k-means clustering on the Raman spectra of the tissue sections,

each cluster was labelled from the corresponding H&E image. Based on this test, the overall

sensitivity for discrimination of BCC was 100% (all BCC were correctly detected). On the

other hand, due to the misclassification of the small areas of inflamed dermis and basal

layers, the specificity for BCC was 97.5%. While the specificity value is similar to the value

calculated by cross-validation of the spectral model dataset, the sensitivity was significantly

higher. Although the higher sensitivity could be attributed partly to the lower number of

spectra in the tissue sections, this estimation provides an objective validation of the spectral

classification model.

3.3 Raman spectral imaging and diagnosis for tissue blocks

The results in Section 3.2 show that the spectral LDA model can provide accurate

classification of the skin structures and diagnosis of BCC in thin tissue sections, based

entirely on the chemical composition of the tissue and without requiring evaluation of

adjacent sections. We subsequently tested whether the Raman spectral classification model

maintained the same levels of classification accuracy when examining thicker tissue layers

and blocks removed during MMS without sectioning. If an accurate and objective evaluation

of the tumour margins can be obtained by examining only the bottom surface of the excised

tissue blocks without sectioning and preparation of frozen sections (~45 minutes on average),

these time-consuming procedures would no longer be required.

Figure 5 presents examples of images and unsupervised classification using the LDA spectral

model for typical tissue blocks along with the corresponding H&E images of the adjacent

sections. The samples are independent from the tissues used for the development of the
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model as they were collected from new patients. Figure 5A shows that the spectral image and

the diagnosis are in good agreement with the H&E histopathology and the large nodular BCC

in the centre of the block is correctly diagnosed. High classification accuracy and BCC

diagnosis was also observed in the case of tissue blocks containing superficial and infiltrative

BCC (Figures 5B and C). The tissue structures found in healthy skin (epidermis, dermis, hair

follicles and the sebaceous glands) are also correctly classified in most cases. Figure 5D

shows a typical example of BCC-negative tissue blocks, in which case the diagnosis provided

by the spectral classification model was correct. In certain cases (e.g. Figure 5A), errors

caused by poor contact between the edges of the tissue and the coverslip led to poorer quality

Raman spectra and therefore low classification accuracy. However, such errors may be

eliminated by future optimisation of the instrumentation and do not represent a limitation of

Raman spectroscopy technique.

3.4 Spectral imaging and automated diagnosis of tissue blocks by selective sampling

The main aim of this study was to explore the potential for developing multivariate

classification models for imaging and diagnosis of BCC in skin tissues based on their

intrinsic molecular properties as obtained from Raman spectroscopy measurements. To

achieve this aim, the spectral data was acquired by raster scanning the samples through the

laser spot, ensuring objectivity in the data collection. While this sampling method has

allowed the identification of the spectral features which can be used for developing high-

accuracy classification models, the raster scanning procedure requires acquisition time of

~1.4 hours per 1 mm2 (integration time 2sec/site, 20�m step size), making it impractical for

use during tissue-conserving surgery. However, it is worth noting that once the model has

been developed, the measurement of the Raman spectra of new tissue samples does not
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require raster scanning. There are several alternative Raman micro-spectroscopy techniques

which have been developed recently for faster acquisition of spectral maps of tissues. For

example, spectral imaging by laser-line scanning can speed up the acquisition by a factor of

10× while maintaining the same level of diagnosis accuracy [30]. This technique relies on

expanding the excitation laser in a line to allow simultaneous acquisition of Raman spectra

from different regions of the sample [30]. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS)

and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) have been reported recently to image tissues,

including skin, at speeds as high as video rate [31,32]. Although these techniques have

certain limitations in terms of spectral accuracy, further future developments and potential

implementation of the spectral models reported in this study may provide a viable approach

for fast imaging and automatic diagnosis of BCC during MMS.

In this part we present an illustration of using the spectral classification model developed in

this study in conjunction with a novel selective-sampling technique [26] to allow the

acquisition of images and diagnosis of BCC in tissue blocks within ~30 minutes (tissue area

limited by our equipment to 5×5 mm2). In this technique the sampling points were selected in

real-time based on the classification scores of each individual spectrum, as analysed by the

LDA model described in Section 3.1.

An example of a Raman spectral image and automated diagnosis for a tissue block acquired

by integrating the LDA classification model with the selective scanning is presented in Figure

6. The diagnosis was made with the unsupervised two-stage-k-mean-LDA method discussed

in Section 2.3 and the final reconstructed image was computed by the nearest-neighbour

method. Compared to the gold-standard H&E image, the Raman spectral image achieved a

good level of accuracy in the discrimination of BCC, considering that the overall time for its

acquisition was ~35-fold shorter than the time required for raster-scanning. Figure 6C shows

the distribution of the sampling points which confirms that the selective sampling algorithm
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led to a higher sampling density in the regions where the chemical heterogeneity of the

sample was higher, in particular at the boundaries of the BCC regions.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this study we investigated whether Raman micro-spectroscopy can be used in an

unsupervised manner to obtained images and diagnose tumours at the surface of tissue blocks

excised during tissue-conserving surgery. The main aim was to achieve objective and

accurate diagnosis of the tissues without tissue sectioning or other sample preparation

methods. Although this technique is not limited to skin, the focus of the study was on

detection of basal cell carcinoma (BCC) in tissue layers excised during Mohs micrographic

surgery (MMS). A classification model based on Raman spectra collected from skin samples

from 65 patients achieved a sensitivity of 90±4% and specificity of 97±3% in a 4:1 cross-

validation. The classification model was based on selected Raman bands which were

associated with intrinsic chemical differences between BCC and other tissue structures found

in healthy skin. An objective evaluation of the technique was obtained by applying the

classification model on tissue sections and blocks from new patients. In all cases, an excellent

agreement between the spectral images/classification and the gold-standard histopathology

was achieved. BCC was detected in all tissue samples, including samples with nodular,

superficial and infiltrative BCC. Although the raster scanning method used for data

acquisition requires long imaging times which are impractical for intra-operative use, we

used the spectral classification model in conjunction with a recently developed selective

sampling technique to show that unsupervised diagnosis and imaging of BCC can be obtained

in ~30 minutes for tissue samples as large as 5×5 mm2. However, integration of the spectral

models reported in this study with other Raman micro-spectroscopy techniques using even

faster sampling techniques (e.g coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy or stimulated

Raman spectroscopy) may reduce the imaging times to only few minutes, which would make

this technique suitable for intra-operative evaluation of tumour margins.
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While the focus of this study has been on developing Raman spectroscopy models for MMS,

its application to patients with less complicated BCC removed by straightforward excision

could transform the way all BCC surgery is performed by providing an immediate answer on

whether the excised tissue is clear.
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Table 1: The confusion matrix for the spectral classification model based on 4:1 cross-
validation. The numerical values represent the classification percentages and the standard
deviations are showed in brackets.

Predict

True
Unknown BCC Epidermis Inflamed

Dermis
Dermis Fat Sebaceous

Gland
Muscle

Unknown 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

BCC 0 (0.2) 91 (4) 5 (3) 1 (1) 3 (2) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Epidermis 0 (0.3) 9 (5) 84 (7) 5 (4) 2 (2) 0 (0) 0.2 (0.8) 0 (0.4)

Inflamed
Dermis

0 (0) 0 (1) 0 (0) 85 (16) 15 (16) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Dermis 1 (1) 2 (2) 0.2 (0.7) 13 (5) 81 (6) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (2)

Fat 9 (15) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 91 (15) 0 (2) 0 (0)

Sebaceous
Gland

0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (12) 95 (11) 0 (0)

Muscle 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (4) 13 (15) 4 (9) 3 (7) 2 (5) 78 (18)
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Figure legends

Figure 1. A typical example of using the step-wise k-means clustering algorithm for

assigning the Raman spectra to the tissue structures and BCC during the development of the

classification model. (A) The H&E stained image of the tissue section; (B) Pseudo-colour

image obtained by k-means clustering of all the Raman spectra; (C) Use of a second k-means

clustering algorithm only on the spectra contained in the red cluster in (B).

Figure 2. Mean Raman spectra of skin structures: basal cell carcinoma (BCC), epidermis

(Epid.), hair follicle (Hfol.), muscle (Mus.), inflamed dermis (Inf. D), dermis (Derm), fat,

sebaceous glands (Seb. G.).

Figure 3. Schematic of the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classification model.

Figure 4. Comparison between the histopathology H&E images (left) and the unsupervised

Raman spectral images for typical tissue sections. The scale bar in (A) applies to all images.

Figure 5. Examples of unsupervised Raman spectral images for tissue blocks along with the

histopathology H&E images of adjacent sections: (A) nodular BCC; (B) superficial BCC; (C)

infiltrative BCC; (D) skin sample with no BCC.

Figure 6. Example of a unsupervised Raman spectral image obtained by selective sampling.

(A) The H&E image of the adjacent section; (B) Reconstructed Raman spectral image; (C)

The distribution of the sampling points.
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